**SENIOR BADGES TO DO AT HOME**
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**Novelist**

*To earn this badge, please complete one option per step.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEPS</th>
<th>BADGE REQUIREMENTS</th>
<th>OPTION 1</th>
<th>OPTION 2</th>
<th>OPTION 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 1</strong></td>
<td>Deconstruct a novel.</td>
<td>Review the novel. As you read, get a sense of what appeals to you as a reader. Note passages and moments that you love (or really don't). Then, write your review and share it virtually.</td>
<td>Chart your novel's plot to discover how authors balance action and character development. Focus on the rise and fall of the action and how the characters grow and change. You can find examples of plot charts in books about writing or online.</td>
<td>Read like an editor. When assessing a manuscript editors write a “reader’s report.” Imagine the novel is a manuscript, and make notes in the margins about scenes, characters, and sentences you like or don't like. Then write your report, including a plot summary, whether you think the book would sell, and whether you’d publish it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 2</strong></td>
<td>Create great characters.</td>
<td>Let real people inspire your characters. Create a character profile for three real people --- if you don't know all the answers, make your best guess. Or create a character who is a composite of three different people you know. Try exaggerating some qualities of real people to create more fascinating fictional characters.</td>
<td>Use your favorite novels for inspiration. Fill out profiles for three characters from a favorite novel or series of novels (choose a book besides the one you read in Step 1). Use your findings to add to the personalities of your novel’s characters.</td>
<td>Use character profiles to create a hero and a villain. Their conflict will drive your plot, so think about how their personalities interact. What drives the hero to be good? What drives the villain to be evil? And how will your story define good and evil?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Share a meal with a historical figure, unearth ancient treasures, spend the summer in outer space or dancing flamenco in Spain—writing a novel lets you dream the world your way. As you write descriptions and dialogue, invent situations, and make up feelings, you’ll experience the fun of a novelist’s career: spending time with new friends (characters you’ve created) and in other worlds (those from your imagination). And you’ll end up with something impressive to share in college admissions—a work of fiction you wrote yourself.**

**Steps**
1. Deconstruct a novel
2. Create great characters
3. Develop a plot
4. Write at least 20 pages
5. Edit your pages

**Purpose**
When I've earned this badge, I'll know what it takes to write a great novel and I’ll have written at least 20 pages of my own.
### Step 3
Develop a plot.

The plot is a story's sequence of events. The plot draws the reader into the characters' lives and moves the story along. Use one of these activities to help you develop a plot starring your characters.

- Explore character-driven and action-driven plots. Find three examples of a character-driven plot and three of an action-driven plot. Which do you like better or do you prefer a balance of both?
- Email or e-chat with a novelist or writing teacher about how to create a great plot. Do they suggest outlining the plot, or just starting with page one and going wherever the characters take them? Do they create a synopsis of their story before writing? Do they always know how it will end?
- Read five interviews with novelists who describe creating a plot. You might find these interviews online or in magazines. How different or similar is each writer's process?

### Step 4
Write at least 20 pages.

Before you delve into writing, look through your writer's notebook for ideas and inspiration. And remember, a first draft is a first draft—a time to write whatever flows from you, without judgment.

- Write the first 20 pages. Create a great first scene that pulls the reader in. That usually means starting with juicy action or dialogue and saving details like hair color for later. If you get stuck, add your characters to the first scene of a book you love and see what happens.
- Write important scenes. You might not know how the story begins, but you're bound to come up with at least one crucial moment—the first time characters meet, a big discovery, or a watershed event. Write 20 pages of one big scene, or five pages of four scenes—whatever makes sense and keeps you inspired.
- Write the last 20 pages. Some writers swear you have to know where you'll end up before you can work out how to get there. So write that final homecoming, the end of the quest, the moment of victory—the place where the curtain will fall.

### Step 5
Edit your pages.

Editing is the most essential step in writing. It gives you the chance to improve and polish your work. Even the most seasoned writers go through several drafts of revising and rewriting, and sometimes two or three more drafts after a publisher has bought their book. Editing can mean the difference between a mediocre novel and a truly great one.

Before you show your pages to anyone, give them a first-pass edit. First, put away your work for at least a day—the break will give you a chance to look at it with fresh eyes. When you're ready, print out the pages and grab a pencil. Read your work aloud. Polish your sentences. Examine your word choices. Mark any issues you find. (Would your character really say that? Does the time line make sense?)

- Share your pages with two people who will give you constructive feedback (someone in your family and/or email a friend). Getting two opinions can reveal what's an issue for every reader versus what's particular to one person.
- Use a critique group. Find a writing group (online or start your own). Share your pages for feedback and edits.
- Ask a mentor to write you an editorial letter.